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ABSTRACT 
Let (fl,h,...,f,) b e a vector of formal power series, let (e,,, el, . . . ,@,) be an (m + I)-tuple of 
non-negative integers, and let 
The simultaneous Hermite-Pad6 approximation problem involves looking for polynomials 
P,,P2 ,..., P, and Q, with 
deg(Q)sa-@o; deg(Pj)5a-@j, lljsm, 
such that 
(fjQ_Pj)(z)=O(P+‘), lsjsm. 
It is well known, and easy to see, that there is a solution to this problem. In this paper, we 
consider uniqueness of the vector (PI/Q, P2/Q, . . . , P,/Q) of rational functions, which may be 
regarded as simultaneous Hermite-Pad6 approximants to (f,, f2. . , f,,,). For special classes of 
functions, uniqueness has been proved, but the uniqueness problem has not been solved in general. 
We show that even when fi, f2, . . ..f. are “independent” in a strong sense, there may be un- 
countably many distinct vectors (PI IQ, P2/Q. . . . , P,JQ) solving the problem. Moreover, the 
degree of non-uniqueness is the same as in the problem to find Q of degree 50 - ~0, and a single 
PI of degree +zr - ~1 satisfying 
(f,Q-P,)(z)=O(z”+‘). 
When compared to the classical Pad6 problem 
(f,Q-p,)(z)=O(z("-~o)+(u-~l)+'), 
this indicates that the number of degrees of freedom, or non-uniqueness, is a-(@,,+@,). 
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$1. INTRODUCTION 
The simultaneous Hermite-Pad& approximation problem for a vector 
cfl,f2, ***9 f,) of m formal power series may be formulated as follows: Let 
k?o,e*,e2~**-~ Q,) be an (m + 1)-tuple of non-negative integers (also called a 
multi-index), and let 
(1.1) a:=@(-)+@~+&+***+@,. 
We look for polynomials PI, P2, . . . , P, and Q, with Q not identically zero, 
(1.2) deg(Q) I (T - ~0; deg(Pj) I o - ej, 1 Ijlrn, 
satisfying 
(1.3) (~Q-Pj)(z)=O(z”“), l~j~m. 
Here 0 denotes Landau’s symbol. Now (1.3) consists of (ma+ m) homogeneous 
linear equations in the ma + m + 1 unknown coefficients of P,, P2,. . . , P,,, and 
Q. By elementary linear algebra, there exist P,, P2, . . . . P,, and Q, not all 
identically zero, solving (1.3). In such a non-trivial solution, (1.3) forces Q(z) 
to be not identically zero. 
It is natural to consider the vector (PI/Q, P2/Q, . . . , PJQ) of rational func- 
tions as an approximant o the vector (fi, f2, . . . , f,). We call this vector (or its 
components) simultaneous Hermite-Pad& approximants, with common de- 
nominator polynomial Q. Of course, in the case m = 1, we recover the classical 
Padt approximant . 
It is well known that PadC approximants are always unique [4]. The cor- 
responding uniqueness problem for simultaneous Hermite-PadC approximants 
has been considered by Mahler [ 131; For example, if in every solution 
p,,p2, . . . . P,, Q of (1.2), (1.3), we have that Q is of full degree a-eo, then it 
is easy to see that (PI/Q, P2/Q, . . . , P,/Q) is unique. Mahler called such a 
multi-index normal. A vector of functions (fi, f2, . . . , f,) for which all multi- 
indices are normal is called a perfect system. Several examples of perfect 
systems are known [l], [9], [lo], [ll]. 
For some other systems of functions, it is known that suitably restricted 
multi-indices (eo, el, . . . , Q,) are normal, that is yield uniqueness [2], [5], [ 111, 
[14]. For recent results on asymptotics of Hermite-Padt polynomials, see [3], 
[6], [7], [S], [ 151, [ 161. A literature search, and discussions with colleagues in 
the field, indicated that the uniqueness problem has not been considered in 
general. 
The conclusion of this paper is that even when fi, f2, . . . , f, are “indepen- 
dent” in a strong sense, there may be uncountably many (a continuum) of 
distinct vectors (PI/Q, P2/Q, . . . , PJQ) solving (1.2)-(1.3). Moreover, the 
degree of non-uniqueness is essentially the same as in the problem to find 
polynomials Q of degree ~a-@~, and P, of degree 10 -et satisfying the 
single order condition 
(1.4) (f,Q-W(z)=W’+‘). 
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To compare this to the classical PadC problem, let us set 
(1.5) v:=a-&; ,u:=a-e,; r:=o-(&+@~). 
Then (1.4) becomes the problem to solve 
(1.6) (fiQ-Pi)(z)=O(z~++“+‘-‘), 
subject to 
(1.7) deg(P,) 5,~; deg(Q) I v and Q not identically zero. 
When compared to the classical PadC condition, 
(1.6) seems to allow r “degrees of freedom” or “degrees of non-uniqueness”. 
Just how much non-uniqueness is there in the problem (1.6)-(1.7)? Since an 
understanding of this is so relevant o the simultaneous Hermite-Pad.5 problem, 
we record the following simple Proposition, which partly resolves this issue. 
The proof will be given in Section 2. We assume that the reader is familiar with 
the block structure of the classical PadC table of fi [4], and the standard 
notation [j/k] for the (j, k) Padt approximant to f, . 
Proposition 1.1. Let fi be a formal power series, and p, v, t be non-negative 
integers, with rip; r~ v. The problem (1.6)-(1.7) has a unique solution iff 
(1.8) [,D - T/V - T] = [p/v], 
that is, there is an at least (r+ 1) x (r + 1) block in the PadC table off, contain- 
ing [,u - T/V - T] and [p/v]. In this case, [,u - r/v - r] is the unique solution of 
(1.6)-(1.7). 
If this is not the case, there are uncountably many distinct rational functions 
P, /Q satisfying (1.6)-( 1.7). 
The fact there are uncountably many distinct solutions P,/Q in the second 
part of the proposition only partly describes the type of non-uniqueness implicit 
in (1.6)-(1.7). We introduce more notation to facilitate a more careful 
description: 
Definition 1.2. Let fi be a formal power series, and let p, v, r be non- 
negative integers with TS,B; rev. 
(a) We define 
S&.(fi):= {PI/Q: P, and Q satisfy (1.6)-(1.7)). 
(b) We say that the problem (1.6)~(1.7) (or .~%?~,~,~(f,)) has rdegrees of non- 
uniqueness if for j= 1,2, . . . , ‘5, 
(leg) yZ,,,j-l(fl)+~~,v,j(fi). 
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Note that 
SO (1.9) asserts that Zfl, ,,Jf,) properly contains Bfl, v,j_ 1 (fi). Moreover, (1.9) 
is true iff there exists a rational function P,/Q, such that P, and Q have no 
common factors except possibly a power of z, either P, has degree p or Q has 
degree v (or both), and 
(1.10) (fiQ-P,)(z)=Cz~‘+++‘-j + higher powers, C#O. 
In this case, PI/Q and [p/v] are distinct elements of Bp,,,j(fi), so by 
Proposition 1.1, 2@b,,j(fi) has uncountably many distinct elements. 
The following proposition, which gives an “upper bound” on the amount of 
non-uniqueness in the simultaneous Hermite-Pad6 approximation problem, 
follows directly from (1.2)-(1.3). 
Proposition 1.3. Let (ft,f& . . . , f,) be a vector of formal power series, let 
(@O>&, **** e,) be an (m + 1)-tuple of non-negative integers, and let cr be given 
by (1.1). Fix 1 ~jlm, and let &? denote the set of “jth component” rational 
functions Pj/Q for which (PI/Q, Pz/Q, . . . , Pm/Q) solves the problem (1.2)- 
(1.3). Then 
Thus there are at most 
a-@O-@j=@l+@z+“‘+@j_l+@j+l+“‘+@, 
degrees of non-uniqueness in the simultaneous Hermite-Pad6 problem (1.2)- 
(1.3). In the other direction, we shall show that for a suitably chosen vector of 
entire functions _fi, f2, . . . , f,, and for infinitely many choices of (eo, et, . . . , Q,), 
the problem (1.2)-(1.3) has almost 0 -e. - ej degrees of freedom. We shall do 
this for the important “diagonal” case 
(1.12) ~-eo=a-el=...=a-e,=n, say. 
Then using (1. l), we see that 
(1.13) c7= 1,; n, 
( > 
and hence, that 
(1.14) @c=@t=***=@,=n/m. 
Obviously, we shall have to restrict n to be a multiple of m. Following is our 
main result: 
Theorem 1.4. Let m 22. There is a vector of entire functions (fi, f2, . . . , f,) 
and an infinite sequence of positive integers JYthat are multiples of m, with the 
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following properties: 
(I) If L 2 0, and Skl,kZ, ,,,, k,(z), 0 5 k,, k2, . . . , k, 5 L is any finite set of poly- 
nomials, such that for at least one (k,, kZ, . . . , k,)#(O, 0, . . . 0), S,,,, *,.,,, Jz) is 
not identically zero, then 
(1.15) T(z):= 1 
kl,k2...k,r0 
is a transcendental entire function, and in particular, is not identically zero. 
(II) Fix 1 ~j~rn and let n EN. Let 99 denote the set of jth component 
rational functions Pj/Q, for which (PI/Q, P2/Q, . . . , Pm/Q) solves the problem 
(1.2)-(1.3), with the choice (1.12)-(1.14) of (eo, el, . . . . Q,) and o. Then 
where 
(1.17) f#J,=O(logn), n-03, ?rEJV. 
Moreover, the set of rational functions on the right-hand-side of (1.16) has 
(1.18) I oeo~j-~,=(oea-ej)( l+ O( F)) =(1+(1+0(F)) 
degrees of non-uniqueness, n -+ 03, and in particular, contains uncountably 
many distinct elements. 
Remarks 
(a) Part (I) asserts that fi,fi, . . . ,f, are “independent” in a strong sense. In 
particular, if j, k?O and j+ k> 0, then J’/f;k is not a rational function for 
1 SiflSm. 
(b) We can replace log n in (1.17) by any increasing sequence with limit 00. 
So as n+oo, there are almost (l-l/m)n=@,+@2+...+ej_1+@j+1+...+@, 
degrees of non-uniqueness, and this is the maximum allowed by Proposition 1.3. 
We prove the results in Section 2. In Section 3, we present a simple example 
for the case m =2, e,,=@, =e2= 1. The reader who prefers to avoid technical 
detail, may skip directly to that section. 
$2. PROOFS OF PROPOSITION 1.1 AND THEOREM 1.4 
We begin with the 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Suppose that there is a unique solution PI/Q to 
the problem (1.6)-(1.7). Since [p - T/V] and [p/v - T] solve (1.6)-(1.7), we have 
by uniqueness 
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The block structure of the PadC table then forces 
(2.1) [p -t/v - 5]= [p-T/v] = [p/v-t] = [p/v], 
and we have proved Proposition 1.1 in this case. Conversely, suppose that (1.8), 
and hence, (2.1) holds. Let [r/s] = p/Q be the top left-hand corner of the square 
block in the PadC table off, containing [p-r/v-t] and [,&VI, so that TI 
,U - r and SI v - t. Since the square block has side at least max{p - r, v - s} + 1, 
we have Q(0) # 0 and 
(fi$-B)(z)=O(z’+S+maxl~-r,v-s}+l). 
Here 
r+s+max{p--,v-s}=max{p++,v+r} 
=~+v+max{s-v,r-p)=p+v-min(v-s,p--r) 
r,u+v-r. 
Thus 
(2.2) (f,~-B)(z)=o(z~+++‘-‘). 
If Pi/Q solves (1.6)-(1.7), we obtain on taking Qx(2.2)-&x(1.6), that 
(-~Q+Pl&)(z)=O(z~+“+‘-‘). 
The left-hand side is a polynomial of degree at most 
So, 
max{r+v,~++}I~+v-r. 
-pQ + QP, = 0, 
and [p/v] = [r/s] =P,/Q. So, the solution is unique. 
Finally, suppose that there does not exist such a block in the Pade table, and 
hence that there are at least 2 distinct solutions Pi/Q, and P2/Q2 of (1.6)- 
(1.7). Then for /?EC=, Rp:=(P, +fiP2)/(QI +pQ2) also solves (1.6)-(1.7). It is 
easily seen that if pfy, then RB#R,. So there is a continuum of distinct 
rational functions Rp solving (1.6)-(1.7). q 
Since Proposition 1.3 is immediate, we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.4. For 
notational simplicity, we do the proof only for m=2. It is obvious how to 
generalize to m > 2. Following ideas in [12], we set 
(2.3) j-i(z):= i C;oJz); 
j=l 
(2.4) j&):= : ++), 
,=I 
where 
(2.5) Cj. DjZO and Ci/Di+Cj/Dj, i#j. 
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Here each Oj is a polynomial of the form 
(2.6) o;(z) = .i+ q(z) = (Y,z~~~(~~) + lower powers, 
where I$ is a polynomial with non-zero constant coefficient. We assume that 
(2.7) kjZdeg(aj_l), jz2, 
and also 
(2.8) kj/deg(~j_l)+~ as j--t=. 
Further growth restrictions will be placed on { kj}JY= 1; {deg(aj)}joo, 1 later. Con- 
cerning the asymptotic behaviour of the { Cj}j”= 1 and {Dj}j”= t, we assume that 
(2.9) lim {(ICjl + Iojl> IIOjIIL,ciz,=l)}l’deg’w”=O. 
j-m 
Using these properties, we first prove: 
Lemma 2.1. With the above hypotheses, f and f2 are entire. Furthermore, if 
L 20 and Sjk(z), 0~ j, ks L is any finite set of polynomials, such that at least 
for one (j, k) +(O,O), Sjk(Z) is not identically zero, then 
(2.10) T(Z) := i Sjk(Z)fi (Z)jf2(ZY 
j,k=O 
is a transcendental entire function, and in particular, is not identically 
vanishing. 
Proof. By the Walsh-Bernstein Lemma, 
II~jllL,(lz/ =,)I r deg(w’) ll~jll&_(lz\ = I), rz l* 
It is then an easy consequence of (2.9) that the series (2.3), (2.4) converge 
uniformly in compact subsets of C, and hence that f,, f2 are entire. 
Next, let 
(!I := max{ j + k: Sjk(z) is not identically zero>, 
and let 
v:=max{deg(Sjk): j+k=e}. 
By hypothesis, 8>0, and ~20. We let 
#:={(j,k):j+k=eand deg(Sjk)=q}. 
Note that 
(2.11) (j, k)ES implies j+ k=6; Sjk(z)=Pjkz’+lower powers, fijk+O. 
Moreover, 
(2.12) (j,k)c$9 implies j+k<8 or deg(Sjk)<q. 
We claim that for I large enough, the coefficient of zBdeg(wJ)+V in the 
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Maclaurin series for T is 
To see this, note that T is a sum of (~5. + 1)2 terms Sjk_f’{f& where by (2.3) and 
(2.4), 
(fi (ZW = c G, c,, * * - cs, OS, (2) %*(Z) * * * o,,(z) ; 
S,,S~“‘S,Z I 
(fd#= C Dt,ot,...D,,o,,(~)o~*(~)... w,(z). 
r,,r*-.t*z1 
Hence Sj,f/f$ is a series of terms 
A Z= SjkCs, C,,*** CsiD,,D,*** DtkmS, CO,,*** o,~w~, ~r,*** ~~~~ 
Now if any si(l I ilj) or t,(l I rl k) is greater than 1, then the lowest power 
of z in the polynomial A is at least k,, , , by (2.6). Moreover, by (2.Q for large 
enough I, 
k,, I > deg(q)(21+ 1) > 19 deg(o,) + 7. 
Hence, A cannot contribute to the coefficient of ZQWW)+~ in To 
Next, suppose that all Si(l lilj) and t,(l ITI k) are at most 1. Now, if 
(j, k) $9, then either j + k< 19 or deg(Sjk) < q, so A has degree at most 
deg(Sjk) + (j + k) deg(ol) < rl+ 0 deg(wl). 
Again, A cannot contribute to the coefficient of .z’~~~(~~)+” in T. 
Next, suppose that (j, k) E#. If any Si(l li<j) or t,(l ITS k) is less than I, 
then A has degree at most 
deg(Sjk) + (j + k - 1) deg(c+) + deg(o+ 1) 
= q + (0 - 1) deg(o,) + deg(o[_ i) 
< q + 8 deg(q) . 
Again, A cannot contribute. Finally, we must deal with (j, k) E 3’ and all Si = 
t,=l. Then 
by (2.6) 
A =s. CjDkmjtk Jk I I I 
=PjkC:‘D:~~~Bdeg(wr)t~ + lower powers, 
and (2.11). So we have proved (2.13). Letting 
(I(z):= c pjkzj, 
(j,k)eS 
we can rewrite (2.13) as 
(aJVeU(WD/). 
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(Recall that j + k = 0 for (j, k) E 9). Here U is a polynomial that is independent 
of 1, and is not identically vanishing, and so has at most finitely many zeros. 
By our hypothesis (2.5), all the ratios C,/D, are distinct, and hence U(C,/D,) # 
0 for all but finitely many 1. 
Thus except for finitely many I, the coefficient of .z’~~~@‘/)+~ in T is non- 
zero, so that T is a transcendental entire function. 0 
Next, we relate the simultaneous Hermite-PadC approximants for (f,&) to 
an order of contact problem for the single function fi : 
Lemma 2.2. In addition to (2.3)-(2.9), assume that Jy:= {n,);“,t and {~$,)~=i 
are strictly increasing sequences of even positive integers, such that for 122, 
(2.14) &,ldeg(+i), 
(2.15) k,z2n,_, + 1. 
Suppose that 122, and PI/Q satisfies 
(2.16) deg(P,) 5 nl; d&Q) 5 nl- G,,; 
(2.17) (fiQ-Pl)(z)=0(z3”“2+1). 
Then there exists P2 of degree %,p such that 
(2.18) (f2Q - P2)(z) = O(Z~~,‘~+ I), 
In particular, (P, /Q, P,/Q) solves the simultaneous Hermite-Pade problem 
(1.2)-(1.3) with m =2; o=3n,/2; o-eo=a-el =a-e2=nl. Moreover, PI 
and Q satisfy (2.16)-(2.17) iff there exists a polynomial P of degree InI such 
that 
(2.19) (w/Q -P)(z) = O(Z~‘~‘~+ ‘). 
Proof. Assume that PI/Q satisfies (2.16)-(2.17). Now note that 
U-i Q - P, )(z) 
(2.20) 
i 
= C CjqQ-4 (z)+G(wQ)(z)+ 
[ 
I-1 
j=l 1 
= :JI (z) + C, (a/ Q)(z) + J2(z) . 
Here J,(z) has degree at most 
max(deg(w,-,)+deg(Q),deg(P~)}Int, 
i CjwjQ (Z) 
j=l+l 1 
by (2.14) and (2.16). Moreover, the lowest power of z in J2(z) is at least k,, 1, 
where 
k,+,r2n,+ 1, 
by (2.15). Thus 
(J-i Q - PI j(z) = JI (z) + C,b, Q)(z) + O(Z~~,+ ’ 1. 
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Then our hypotheses (2.17) and the fact that C,#O, ensure that 
I-1 
(2.21) B(Z) :=-J~(z)/C/=- C CjUjQ-P, (z)/C/ j=l 1 
is a polynomial of degree In, satisfying 
Then if we set 
I- I 
P*(Z) I= C Dj Oj(Z) Q(Z) + D/~(Z), 
j=l 
we see, as above, that deg(P2)lnl, and 
(fi Q - P,)(z) 
(2.22) 
1 
[ 
/-I 
= C DjUjQ+Dlo,Q (z)+O(Z*~‘+‘)-P~(Z) j=l 1 = D&o/ Q - P)(z) + O(zZnr+ ‘) = O(Z~‘~‘*+ ‘). 
So every solution PI/Q of (2.16)-(2.17) yields a solution (Pl/Q,P2/Q) of the 
simultaneous Hermite-PadC problem (1.2)-( 1.3) with m = 2; cr = 3n1/2; cr -e. = 
a--e1 =a-e2=nr, and yields a solution p/Q of (2.19). 
Finally, if p/Q satisfies (2.19), define 
I-1 
(2.23) P,(Z) := C C’Uj(Z)Q(Z) + C/&Z)* 
j=l 
Dealing exactly as we did with P2, we can show that this definition of P, 
satisfies (2.16)-(2.17). Conversely, we showed above that every solution PI/Q 
of (2.16)-(2.17) generates a solution p/Q of (2.19), with the choice (2.21) of 
P. 0 
It remains to choose oI to ensure that .5? u el,~-eo-~.,o-eo-e,-O”(fi) has _ 
a--eo-er - 9, degrees of non-uniqueness. This is done in the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 2.3. Assume (2.3)-(2.9) and (2.14)-(2.15). Furthermore, assume that 
for 12 1, V, is a polynomial of degree z2n,+ 1, such that all its Padt ap- 
proximants [j/k] q, with 01j, ksn, are distinct. Assume, furthermore, that 
n12k,, Irl. Then for r=l,2 ,..., nl-krl 3%?~,,.,_,+(fi) properly contains 
%! n,,n,_$,,,r_ r(fr), and hence has T degrees of non-uniqueness. 
Proof. Let rzz q- k,. We can write 
In, - k, - T/n/ - @,,,I 6 = P *IQ, 
where deg(P *) = q- k,- T; deg(Q) = q- @,,, P*, Q have no common factors, 
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Q(O) z 0, and, 
(V,Q - P*)(z) = CZ(“‘-~~-~)‘(~~-~~~)’ ’ + higher powers, 
with C#O. Let 
B(z) := z+*(z). 
Then from (2.6), 
(oI Q - P)(z) = C.P+(“~-g~)+ ’ -’ + higher powers, 
with C# 0, deg(p) = q- r, deg(Q) = nl- @,,, Ej and Q have no common 
factors, and Q(O)#O. Let us define P,(z) by (2.23). Then (cf. (2.22)), 
(fr Q - PI)(Z) = C,(o, Q - p)(z) + O(zZnr + ‘) 
=C,CZ~l+(n/-@.,w~ + higher powers, 
where CIC#O, deg(Q) = q- en,, and by (2.23), 
/-I 
PI/Q= C Cjaj(Z)+C/P/Q, 
j=l 
so that P, and Q have no common factors. Then (recall the remark after 
Definition 1.10) 
We remark that it is only in this last step that we needed k,r2n,_, + 1. For 
Lemma 2.2, it would have sufficed that kl>3n,_ ,/2+ 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We assume that the power series f, and f2 are defined 
by (2.3)-(2.9), that Jy= {n,}:, , {k,},” 1 and ($I,},“= 1 satisfy (2.14)-(2.15), and 
assume also that 
(2.24) k,s n//2, 111. 
We also may choose 
(2.25) &:=2(10gn), nr2, 
where (x) denotes the greatest integer IX. Note that the various conditions do 
not conflict with one another: They merely ensure that nl and kl grow suf- 
ficiently rapidly with 1, and that k, and @I,,, are much smaller than q. We also 
assume the hypotheses on ( V,},“, in Lemma 2.3. 
Firstly, the independence of f, and f2 in the sense of Theorem 1.4 was 
proved in Lemma 2.1. Next, suppose that PI/Q satisfies (2.16)-(2.17). We can 
recast (2.17) as 
(fiQ_Pl)(z)=O(z”‘+(“‘-“.,‘+‘-T’), 
where 
rI := q/2 - @,,. 
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Thus 
Pl/Q~~~,,n,-c,,,r,(fi). 
By Lemma 2.2, there is a polynomial P2 of degree <nl, for which 
(PI/Q, PJQ) solves the simultaneous Hermite-Pad6 problem (1.2)-(1.3) with 
m=2, o=3n1/2, and a-,~~=a-~~=a-~~=n~. Then if n=nl and ~9 is the 
set of functions in the statement of Theorem 1.4 for j = 1, we have shown that 
~~%,,.,-,n,,.m* 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.3, as 
t,=n,/2-~,,~n,/2~nl-k,, 
(see (2.24)h Bn,,n,-G,,,T, (fi) has rl degrees of non-uniqueness. Finally, by our 
choice of parameters, we have for n = n,, 
99 WI,-q%,,s,(fl)=~ - CJ el,~-eo-9”,~-eo-el-~n (flh 
where @,, satisfies (1.17). Then also 
53. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
In this section, we give a simple example of two entire functions f and g in 
which there are a continuum of distinct simultaneous Hermite-Pad6 approx- 
imants corresponding to the multi-index (eo, ~1, e2) = (1, 1,l). Let 
co 
f(z) := C f2jZ 
2j 
j=O 
and 
g(Z) := i g2jZ2’ 
j=O 
be entire functions with f2. g2#0. The simultaneous Hermite-Pad6 problem 
corresponding to (eo, el, e2) = (1, 1,1) becomes 
(3.1) <fQ - C)(z) = 0(z4); <sQ - ~2>(4 = 0(z4), 
subject to deg(Pi)S2; deg(Q)<2 and Q not identically zero. 
Choose any cz E C, and let Q(z) := 1 + az2. Then if we use the notation 
[ 1 f t?jZj m= ji,ejZj, j=O I 
we see from (3.1) that if P1 and P2 exist, they satisfy 
P,(z) = tfQl;(z) =foU + cz2) +f2z2; 
p2(z)= kQl;(z)=goU +d+gz~~. 
Hence, if a#O, 
P,(+a-‘)=f2a-2#o; P2(+a-‘)=g2a-2f0, 
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so that P, and Pz have no common factors with Q. If a =0, then Q= 1, so P, 
and P2 trivially have no common factors with Q. Further, sincefQ and gQ are 
even, the coefficient of zs in fQ and gQ is zero. So (3.1) is satisfied, and 
(PI/Q, P,/Q) is a vector of rational functions solving the simultaneous 
Hermite-Pad6 problem (3.1). Moreover, if CY # 0; of0 +f2 # 0; cwgo +g2 # 0; then 
P, , P2 and Q all have full degree 2. As distinct choices of cr lead to distinct Q, 
it follows that there is a continuum of distinct simultaneous Hermite-Pad6 ap- 
proximants (PI/Q, P2/Q) corresponding to the multi-index (1, 1,l). 
Note, however, finally, that for a = 0, Q has degree 0, so, as we expect, there 
are solutions of (3.1) in which Q does not have full degree 2. 
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 
A related paper by B. Beckermann, J. Gilewicz, and V. Kaliaguine, entitled 
“On the Definition and Normality of a General Table of Simultaneous Pad& 
Approximants” will appear in J. Approximation Theory. The authors study the 
Hermite-Pad& table, after normalizing Q to have minimal degree, which forces 
uniqueness. 
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